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Note:
All answers should be given in the spaced assigned
I. Matching: 15% Find in the left column the equivalent of each of the
headline words. See the example given at the end of this group
(
)
1. back
A. encourage(ment); (to) increase
(
)
2. boost
B. embassador
(
)
3. cite
C. mention
(
)
4. due
D. theft
(
)
5. envoy
E. expected
(
)
6. haul
F. support
(
)
7. head
G. lead(er)
(
)
8. heist
H. very important
(
)
9. key
I. amount stolen or seized
(
)
10. link
J. connect(ion)
(
)
11. nod
K. change
(
)
12. poll
L. approval
(
)
13. probe
M. investigate
(
)
14. raid
N. attack
(
)
15. switch
O. election
(
)
16. EXAMPLE threat
P. danger
II.

Selection: 20% Underline the correct use in each of the following
sentences
EXAMPLE: A mirage is an optical (allusion, delusion,
illusion).
1. The lawyer (affected, effected, infected) a compromise between the
measures.
2. He had (big, great, large) difficulty in getting on the plane.
3. Red and black are colors that (fit, match, suit) her very well.
4. There’s a new (Bach violin, Bach’s violin, Bach’s violin’s) concerto on
the radio now.

5. I gave her half of it and kept (other, another, the other) half for myself.
6. He believed as (did, was, were) all his family, that the emperor was
their supreme lord.
7. The (statue, stature, status) was unveiled on Memorial Day.
8. The scandal is certainly a new (specie, species, speciman) of political
dishonesty.
9. Jack’s uncle was an upright, (infamous, notable, notorious) statesman.
10. He has invented a/an (genuine, ingenious, ingenuous) way of turning
off the light without getting out of the bed.
III. Rewriting: 20% Rewrite each of the following sentences by using the
word in a different part of speech as indicated in the underlined one and
change the rest of it accordingly.
EXAMPLE: He rejected our proposals. (use the verb PROPOSE)
= He rejected all that we had proposed.
(use
the
adjective
1. To my amazement, I found them all gone.
AMAZED)
=
the
noun
2. That he should neglect his duties is unpardonable. (use
NEGLIGENCE)
=
3. If you had not assisted him, he would probably have failed. (use the
noun ASSISTANCE)
=
4. She takes great pride in the accomplishments of her daughter. (use
the adjective PROUD)
=
5. I found a resolution to put down my experiences in a diary. (use the
verb PESOLVE)
=
IV. Synthesis of Sentences: 20% Combine each of the following groups of
sentences into a well-constructed simple or complex sentence
EXAMPLE: The sun rose.
The explorer went into the forest.
He made a study of the habitations of the insects
and wild animals.
= At sunrise, the rain having ceased, the explorer went into the forest to

make a study of the habitations of the insects and wild animals.
1. Our chauffeur is in hospital.
He was injured in an accident.
The accident occurred last Saturday night.
=
2. The villa was situated in a beautiful surrounding.
It was just at the foot of a woody hill.
A brook was running close by.
=
3. The house next ours was vacant.
I discovered a fire in it.
I turned in an alarm.
=
4. The Information Club will meet next Friday.
The meeting will be held at four o’clock in Room B901.
New officers will be elected at the meeting.
=
5. The economy cabin is full.
We may either pay business class fare or wait for the next flight.
We may not travel business class with economy class tickets.
That is forbidden.
=
V.

Passage Understanding: 25% Supply all punctuations, letters necessary in
the following passage properly by underlining and CORPECTING each
of them exactly in the spaces provided UNDER. The ones in the first line
have been done for you as examples.
americans seem to think a lot of him one of them came in here the other
day have you seen thomas hardy he asked me oh yes i said he sat in the
chair youre sitting in this chair shouted the american much excited yes i
replied i cut mr hardys hair did you keep the hair you cut off asked my
customer putting his hand into his pocket no said i i didnt well thats a pity
replied the yankee because if you had id have bought it
-- This is the end of the test --
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